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Treasure Hunt Review – Linda LeclairTreasure Hunt Review – Linda Leclair

By Troicha.By Troicha.

Linda Leclair is back at Elite Pain for another blast of a film. The main theme here is the one-sided conflictLinda Leclair is back at Elite Pain for another blast of a film. The main theme here is the one-sided conflict
between Tatjana and Amanda. Blame Ariel ultimately. between Tatjana and Amanda. Blame Ariel ultimately. 

Round One:Round One: Linda elects for 10 strokes on her back, suspended. Linda elects for 10 strokes on her back, suspended.

The suspension by her wrists must be especially brutal as although Linda only took ten strokes here, sheThe suspension by her wrists must be especially brutal as although Linda only took ten strokes here, she
is left screeching and hollering at the stop of her lungs by round’s end. is left screeching and hollering at the stop of her lungs by round’s end. 

Tatjana disrespects Amanda a few times during this round. Tatjana disrespects Amanda a few times during this round. 

Round Two:Round Two: forty strokes, dom’s choice > pussy, keep position.  forty strokes, dom’s choice > pussy, keep position. 

Amanda made a request of management before this round begins. Amanda made a request of management before this round begins. 

Ironically, the constant back and forth between the two doms was likely a good thing for dear Linda. TheIronically, the constant back and forth between the two doms was likely a good thing for dear Linda. The
more they argued, the longer she got to rest in between strokes. more they argued, the longer she got to rest in between strokes. 

By the time the round ended, Linda’s pussy looked like it had been stung by a thousand bees. By the time the round ended, Linda’s pussy looked like it had been stung by a thousand bees. 

Tatjana’s rudeness really starts to impact Amanda psychologically.Tatjana’s rudeness really starts to impact Amanda psychologically.

Round Three:Round Three: 20 strokes, full body, counting down, switch.  20 strokes, full body, counting down, switch. 

This round was the crème-de-la-crème of this film. The utter culmination of all the prior drama. Fate hasThis round was the crème-de-la-crème of this film. The utter culmination of all the prior drama. Fate has
given Tatjana a chance for cruel vengeance and she truly outdoes herself. She forces Amanda to repeat thegiven Tatjana a chance for cruel vengeance and she truly outdoes herself. She forces Amanda to repeat the
20 strokes more than once, sometimes dubiously. Amanda, the paper tiger, started crying hysterically20 strokes more than once, sometimes dubiously. Amanda, the paper tiger, started crying hysterically
from just the beginning, she was from just the beginning, she was broken even before the first stroke landed.broken even before the first stroke landed.

Once again, Amanda was chosen to switch, nice guys really do finish last as they say. She probably knewOnce again, Amanda was chosen to switch, nice guys really do finish last as they say. She probably knew
her fate right then and there as her rudeness towards Linda intensifies during the interview. her fate right then and there as her rudeness towards Linda intensifies during the interview. 

Tatjana was utterly merciless, no matter how hard Linda struck Amanda, Tatjana claimed it to be too weakTatjana was utterly merciless, no matter how hard Linda struck Amanda, Tatjana claimed it to be too weak
and made her repeat them. and made her repeat them. 

Before the round began, during the opening interview scene, an interesting dichotomy was present. On theBefore the round began, during the opening interview scene, an interesting dichotomy was present. On the
one hand Linda is standing there shaking and quivering like she was naked in – 50 weather. And on theone hand Linda is standing there shaking and quivering like she was naked in – 50 weather. And on the
other side, Amanda is there, staring at the floor, looking utterly miserable. Her tone of voice changed soother side, Amanda is there, staring at the floor, looking utterly miserable. Her tone of voice changed so
much; one would almost think she was the one up for a whipping next. She was already diminished &much; one would almost think she was the one up for a whipping next. She was already diminished &
beaten by Tatjana. Her manner towards Linda was blunt and abrupt, as if she was taking her sadness outbeaten by Tatjana. Her manner towards Linda was blunt and abrupt, as if she was taking her sadness out
on her. on her. 

At the end of the round, Tatjana ups the ante and tops off her torture of Amanda with somethingAt the end of the round, Tatjana ups the ante and tops off her torture of Amanda with something
psychological that arguably causes her more distress than the whipping. psychological that arguably causes her more distress than the whipping. 

Our dear blonde was so brutal to poor Amanda that even Linda protested.....only to be quickly shut downOur dear blonde was so brutal to poor Amanda that even Linda protested.....only to be quickly shut down
and reminded of her fate in the next round. Amanda took far more strokes than twenty she was supposedand reminded of her fate in the next round. Amanda took far more strokes than twenty she was supposed
to. to. 

Round Four:Round Four: 50 strokes, balled gagged, belly.  50 strokes, balled gagged, belly. 

At this point, considering the brutality and chicanery of the previous round, one could almost be forgivenAt this point, considering the brutality and chicanery of the previous round, one could almost be forgiven
for forgetting that Linda was the submissive in this film. A solid round, but in no way able to top the asfor forgetting that Linda was the submissive in this film. A solid round, but in no way able to top the as
the preceding one. the preceding one. 

The dommes continue to take turns tormenting Linda and although Amanda is subdued, she does not takeThe dommes continue to take turns tormenting Linda and although Amanda is subdued, she does not take
it easy on her and hits with full force. it easy on her and hits with full force. 

Amanda cannot even stand to be near Tatjana now, she is so upset, the storms out. After the round isAmanda cannot even stand to be near Tatjana now, she is so upset, the storms out. After the round is
over, during the final interview scene, Amanda makes an announcement that should surprise no one. over, during the final interview scene, Amanda makes an announcement that should surprise no one. 

Notes:Notes:

This film was quite passionate & intense, even from the first round the action heated up quickly and didThis film was quite passionate & intense, even from the first round the action heated up quickly and did
not falter. Ultimately, considering all the drama present, Linda was overshadowed, and it felt like Amandanot falter. Ultimately, considering all the drama present, Linda was overshadowed, and it felt like Amanda
was the true victim here. She certainly was outright abused and mistreated here. was the true victim here. She certainly was outright abused and mistreated here. 

Out of all the dominas, Amanda came across as the softest. She needs to be more intimidating. After all,Out of all the dominas, Amanda came across as the softest. She needs to be more intimidating. After all,
Linda chose Amanda to switch as she feared Tatjana far more. If Amanda had never returned to EPLinda chose Amanda to switch as she feared Tatjana far more. If Amanda had never returned to EP
considering the way she was treated, I would not have blamed her. considering the way she was treated, I would not have blamed her. 

But that is one of the more intriguing things about this studio and its management. They pushBut that is one of the more intriguing things about this studio and its management. They push
boundaries, they are not here to be ethical, they are here to make profit. They care less about safety andboundaries, they are not here to be ethical, they are here to make profit. They care less about safety and
propriety. In round three, when Tatjana was fucking with Amanda over the strength of the strokes andpropriety. In round three, when Tatjana was fucking with Amanda over the strength of the strokes and
whipping her extra on purpose, an ethical director would have paused the action set Tatjana straight. Thatwhipping her extra on purpose, an ethical director would have paused the action set Tatjana straight. That
did not happen. Indeed, earlier in the round, Amanda begged them for help as Tatjana was being quitedid not happen. Indeed, earlier in the round, Amanda begged them for help as Tatjana was being quite
unfair, and no one intervened. unfair, and no one intervened. Regardless of what happens, so long as nobody comes to blows, they justRegardless of what happens, so long as nobody comes to blows, they just
keep the camera rolling. Ep films are SO. Much. More. Than. Just. whippings, love them or hate them. keep the camera rolling. Ep films are SO. Much. More. Than. Just. whippings, love them or hate them. 

I agree with the assertion that there should be a neutral host instead of a domina as hostess. I do notI agree with the assertion that there should be a neutral host instead of a domina as hostess. I do not
enjoy seeing them interact with the player in that capacity.It diminishes them, makes them seem moreenjoy seeing them interact with the player in that capacity.It diminishes them, makes them seem more
human and less scary/intimidating and is psychologically off-putting.human and less scary/intimidating and is psychologically off-putting.

With these films, there are presumably viewers who skip the interview scenes and head straight for theWith these films, there are presumably viewers who skip the interview scenes and head straight for the
whippings, I don’t recommend that here. If you enjoy psychological drama and/or Amanda, then don’twhippings, I don’t recommend that here. If you enjoy psychological drama and/or Amanda, then don’t
skip them. And pay close attention to the BTS. skip them. And pay close attention to the BTS. 

Linda, However, did not disappoint, her screams and howls of agony were spot-on. She ended the game inLinda, However, did not disappoint, her screams and howls of agony were spot-on. She ended the game in
basically the same position as she did in every other film with this studio, hysterical, and barely able tobasically the same position as she did in every other film with this studio, hysterical, and barely able to
stand. Whether you like her or not, she does not hold back. stand. Whether you like her or not, she does not hold back. 

Rating: Rating: A-A-

Purchase: Purchase: http://elitepain.com/movie.php?id=1685&hd=onhttp://elitepain.com/movie.php?id=1685&hd=on
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nice Review Troicha and I agree with you that round 3 is the creme de la creme of this filmnice Review Troicha and I agree with you that round 3 is the creme de la creme of this film
I only regret that after starting over after the first miscount, Tatjana didn't turn Amanda over to deal withI only regret that after starting over after the first miscount, Tatjana didn't turn Amanda over to deal with
the front after the 2nd time at 11.the front after the 2nd time at 11.
this would probably add even more drama. this would probably add even more drama.   
i was hoping this was going to happen and in my wish if amanda then when she got to 5 tatjana orderdi was hoping this was going to happen and in my wish if amanda then when she got to 5 tatjana orderd
her to spread her legs as wide as possible because she wanted to whip her pussy her to spread her legs as wide as possible because she wanted to whip her pussy   
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Wow Troicha decided to return from the dark.Wow Troicha decided to return from the dark.

Nice review with some very interesting points!Nice review with some very interesting points!

Last edited by Last edited by PedroPedro on Sun Jul 30, 2023 3:41 pm, edited 1 time in total. on Sun Jul 30, 2023 3:41 pm, edited 1 time in total.

Slava Ukraini (not politics, just humanity!)Slava Ukraini (not politics, just humanity!)
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Very well done!Very well done!
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a small preview from me that is only about the third (switch) round.a small preview from me that is only about the third (switch) round.
after Tatjana thinks Linda's first set of eight strokes wasn't hard enough, Tajana takes over after Amandaafter Tatjana thinks Linda's first set of eight strokes wasn't hard enough, Tajana takes over after Amanda
comments that what Tajanqa is doing isn't fair.comments that what Tajanqa is doing isn't fair.
Then she gets ten blows on her back, after which Tatjana turns her around under protest from Amanda,Then she gets ten blows on her back, after which Tatjana turns her around under protest from Amanda,
arguing it's a full body round and I want to give you the next ten in the front.arguing it's a full body round and I want to give you the next ten in the front.

after the first blow at the front Amada says twelve after which Tatjana calls wrong wrong it should beafter the first blow at the front Amada says twelve after which Tatjana calls wrong wrong it should be
eleven so we start again.eleven so we start again.
Amanda asks why she is doing this then Tajana says with a sadistic smile who is stupid and doesn't countAmanda asks why she is doing this then Tajana says with a sadistic smile who is stupid and doesn't count
well you or I don't complain these are the rules.well you or I don't complain these are the rules.

so it starts again after a few strokes Tatjana says to Linda what are you crying you put her hereso it starts again after a few strokes Tatjana says to Linda what are you crying you put her here
after getting back to thirteen Amanda takes too long to say twelve so Tatyana starts again.after getting back to thirteen Amanda takes too long to say twelve so Tatyana starts again.

after about the 10 stroke an argument between Amanda and Tatjana why Tatjana hates her so Tatjanaafter about the 10 stroke an argument between Amanda and Tatjana why Tatjana hates her so Tatjana
continues hitting extra hard, which Linda also notices, luckily for Amanda she can now count well and itcontinues hitting extra hard, which Linda also notices, luckily for Amanda she can now count well and it
stops when they reach 1.stops when they reach 1.
then comes the extra drama because Tatjana measures photos and selfies and sends them to Ariel.then comes the extra drama because Tatjana measures photos and selfies and sends them to Ariel.

luckily for Amanda my fantasy doesn't come true because in this Tajana had turned the front again afterluckily for Amanda my fantasy doesn't come true because in this Tajana had turned the front again after
she got back to eleven to give the last ten to the front.she got back to eleven to give the last ten to the front.
then Amanda counts wrong again at six and Tatjana says so we start all over again.then Amanda counts wrong again at six and Tatjana says so we start all over again.
Amanda screams no no but Tatjana smiles sadistically and says yes.Amanda screams no no but Tatjana smiles sadistically and says yes.
in the end, Amanda turns her back on Tatyana again to accept her fate.in the end, Amanda turns her back on Tatyana again to accept her fate.
at that moment Tatjana says no now you get all twenty in the front and I want you to stand with your legsat that moment Tatjana says no now you get all twenty in the front and I want you to stand with your legs
spread as wide as possible Amanda of course does this and Tatjana says a few times no further apartspread as wide as possible Amanda of course does this and Tatjana says a few times no further apart
because otherwise I can't get your pussy right with the whipbecause otherwise I can't get your pussy right with the whip
now Amanda is completely at her wit's end in the meantime and so does this.now Amanda is completely at her wit's end in the meantime and so does this.
then Tatyana goes really hard with the bullwhip on her front, trying as often as possible to let the whip gothen Tatyana goes really hard with the bullwhip on her front, trying as often as possible to let the whip go
from top to bottom and hit her pussy with almost every blowfrom top to bottom and hit her pussy with almost every blow
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